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All the Peripherals you need in the Library!

- Laptops
- Headphones
- Calculators
- USB cables & connectors
- Group study rooms
- Dry-erase markers & erasers
- Photocopiers
- Research guides
- Citation style guides

…and Books too! :-)

Notable New DVD's Just in!

Anthony Bourdain: No Reservations

Burt Wolf: What We Eat
Rosen Audio Visual Collection TX643 .B87 2004

History of American Cuisine
Rosen Audio Visual Collection TX715 .H57 2006

Jancis Robinson's Wine Course
Rosen Audio Visual Collection TP548 .W56 2006

Meaning of Food
Rosen Audio Visual Collection GT2853.U5 M43 2005

Restaurant Economics
Rosen Audio Visual Collection TX911.3.M27 R472 2005

Restaurant Orientation
Rosen Audio Visual Collection TX911.3.M27 R476 2006

Sparkling Clean: Sanitation in Hotels & Restaurants
Rosen Audio Visual Collection TH1431.I34 2004

Super Size Me
Rosen Audio Visual Collection TX945.5.M33 S87 2004

It's time for a road trip! Get your flip-flops, grab a camera and hop in the family station wagon for a trip down memory lane of historic Florida attractions!

UCF Libraries Special Collections & University Archives invite you along as we explore Florida attractions that came before the opening of Walt Disney World in October 1971. "Don't Miss It!" features historic items from UCF Libraries Special Collections which showcase the history of the family vacation in Florida from the turn of the century to the 1960’s. Souvenir railroad booklets from popular 1880’s train lines, road maps and pamphlets from the 1920’s-1970’s, advertising, and photographs are used to show the history of the Florida family vacation.

“A library is not a luxury, but one of the necessities of life.”

Henry Ward Beecher
(1813-1887) Clergyman Abolitionist
Rosen Library Bestsellers

- *Anthony and Cleopatra* by Colleen McCullough
- *The Appeal* by John Grisham
- *Beyond the White House* by Jimmy Carter
- *Book of the Dead* by Patricia Cornwell
- *Can’t Take My Eyes Off of You* by Judith McNaught
- *Double Cross* by James Patterson
- *Duma Key* by Stephen King
- *Happy For No Reason* by Marci Shimoff
- *I Am America and So Can You* by Steven Colbert
- *If I Did It* by O.J Simpson
- *Mister B. Gone* by Clive Barker
- *The Venetian Betrayal* by Steve Barry

Our New Student Assistants

**Katie Seeler**
Katie is a native South Floridian preparing for her last semester as an undergraduate hospitality student. After graduation, she intends to further her education by pursuing a Master’s in Historic Preservation. She would like to pursue a career in the field of heritage tourism or museums. Katie dreams of working in Britain because it has a treasure trove of historic sites.

**Kristina Katris**
Kristina is a Sophomore transfer student from St. Petersburg College where she earned her AA in Business Management. A Milwaukee, Wisconsin native, she is fluent in Greek and will be majoring in both German and Hospitality Management. Kristina would like a career with an International Hotel or Resort company. She also hopes to study abroad one semester.

Meet Rebecca Harrington, our new Adjunct Librarian

A rare native Floridian albino, Rebecca grew up in lovely West Volusia County, halfway between the Happiest Place on Earth and the World’s Most Famous Beach.

A former medical librarian and AAA travel editor, Rebecca has served as part-time librarian for UCF’s Sanford Campus and Valencia Community College’s Winter Park Campus. She has a Master of Library and Information Science degree from Florida State University and a Bachelor’s Degree in Political Science and Journalism from UCF.

Besides reading the latest hospitality journals, Rebecca enjoys red wine, cooking, and traveling, all topics heavily covered in our library. Please stop by and compare your favorite recipes, destinations, and wines with our new librarian!

At Your Service

- 8,000+ print volumes & 100+ print journal, magazine, and newspaper subscriptions
- Access to the main library’s collections via courier: 1.6 million volumes, 16,000 current serial subscriptions, and 45,000 media titles
- World Tourism Organization (WTO) Depository Library
- 24 wired computers, with wireless access available
- Access to more than 350 electronic research databases
- Reference assistance
- Interlibrary Loan
- Course Reserves
- Study Rooms and Lockers
- DVD/VHS media stations
- Photocopiers
- Cash-to-chip machine

Spring Shuttle Bus Schedule

**M, T, W, & TH**
No Shuttle Service on Fridays

**Leave UCF:**
7:45am, 9:30am, 12:45pm, 2:15pm, 5:15pm, 6:45pm, & 8:15pm

**Leave Rosen:**
6:45am, 8:45am, 12pm, 1:30pm, 4:30pm, 6:00pm, 7:30pm, & 9:00pm

For Breaking News, Announcements, New Book Lists, and More...
Click on our new Rosen Library Blog!
from our homepage: http://library.ucf.edu/rosen/